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53 Abstract

54 A dynamic computational model developed within the context of the classical theory of phase evolution was applied
55 to the W–C system to simulate the kinetics of phase selection during non-equilibrium solidification at 50%-C between
56 the thermodynamically stable WC and the metastable WC1�x and W2C. The kinetic variables used in the model are
57 directly obtained from the free energy formulations that characterize the stable and metastable equilibria amongst
58 participating phases. The isothermal kinetic analysis suggests that at low to moderate undercoolings, thermodynamic
59 stability prevails, while at deep undercoolings (�1000 K) the crystallization of W2C completes faster than the more
60 thermodynamically stable WC1�x and almost as fast as WC. The non-isothermal kinetic analysis suggests that thermo-
61 dynamic stability prevails under moderate to high cooling rates (e.g. 104�106 K/s), however under ultra-high cooling
62 rates (e.g. 108 K/s), the crystallization of WC1�x and W2C completes at nearly the same undercooling as that of WC.
63  2001 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
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68 1. Introduction

69 The tungsten–carbon system is a refractory,
70 compound-forming binary system. According to
71 the constitution phase diagram investigated by
72 Rudy [1], three different compounds are reported
73 to form: a simple hexagonal carbide WC which
74 melts incongruently and is almost stoichiometric,
75 a cubic carbide which is referred to as WC1�x and
76 a second hexagonal carbide W2C, both of which
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77melt congruently and appear to have a slightly
78varying carbon content. The hexagonal WC–car-
79bide, which appears to be the most preferred car-
80bide, is stable from temperatures below room tem-
81perature up to 3049 K. WC is a refractory metal–
82carbide with good thermal and chemical stability,
83and is highly desirable since it combines high hard-
84ness, good oxidation resistance, a low coefficient
85of thermal expansion, a certain amount of plas-
86ticity, and good wettability by molten metals. The
87other two carbides, WC1�x and W2C, are not ther-
88modynamically stable at room temperature and
89their formation in the final microstructure as meta-
90stable reaction byproducts is undesirable as it
91appears to promote brittleness and degrade wear
92resistance.
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93 In several rapid cooling experiments involving
94 pure WC, such as splat quenching during thermal
95 spraying or thin film deposition during laser clad-
96 ding, the formation of WC1�x and W2C in the
97 evolved microstructure was solely attributed to
98 decarburization of WC at high temperatures [2–4].
99 The X-ray diffraction analysis of plasma-sprayed
100 coatings obtained from pure WC powder presented
101 by Sharafat et al. [5] is shown in Fig. 6. The analy-
102 sis suggests that the final coating microstructure
103 exhibits a spectrum of crystalline phases including,
104 along with the stable WC phase, WC1�x, W2C, and
105 W-solid-solution. The formation of W-rich phases
106 may be attributed to the loss of carbon during pro-
107 cessing, however, since neither WC1�x nor W2C
108 are thermodynamically stable at room temperature,
109 these phases are therefore metastable and decarbur-
110 ization cannot constitute a justification for their
111 existence in the coating microstructure. Their for-
112 mation should rather be attributed to metastability
113 induced by non-equilibrium conditions that charac-
114 terize rapid cooling processes.
115 In this study, a computational model is
116 developed to assess the role of nucleation kinetics
117 in the selection of kinetic path during annealing or
118 upon continuous cooling at 50% carbon compo-
119 sition, which corresponds to the stoichiometric WC
120 composition. The model, which was developed in
121 the context of classical phase evolution theory,
122 simulates the stochastic process of crystal
123 nucleation by modeling the dynamics of cluster
124 evolution and accounts for size-dependent growth.
125 The kinetic variables used in the model were
126 obtained directly from the free energy formulations
127 that characterize the stable and metastable equilib-
128 ria amongst participating phases. The nucleation-
129 controlled phase selection process is evaluated by
130 simulating the isothermal and non-isothermal kin-
131 etics of competing phases that crystallize via the
132 corresponding stable and metastable triple point
133 reactions. Consequently, the role of nucleation kin-
134 etics in obtaining a final microstructure that exhib-
135 its a spectrum of crystalline phases (such as the
136 one shown in Fig. 1) rather than only WC is
137 assessed. Since the aim of this study is to demon-
138 strate that metastability may be a limiting factor in
139 phase selection and consequently in microstruc-
140 tural evolution regardless of whether decarburiz-
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141ation occurs, the model assumes fixed composition
142and neglects the loss of carbon.

1432. Thermodynamic modeling

144The kinetic analysis of metastability requires
145information about metastable thermodynamic equi-
146librium. According to Perepezko and Boettinger
147[6], metastable phase diagrams may be constructed
148by extrapolating the equilibrium phase boundaries
149into regions of metastability. Demetriou [7]
150developed a CALPHAD model to reproduce the
151stable W–C phase diagram in the composition
152vicinity of the carbides using free energy data from
153Gustafson’s optimization [8]. He then extended the
154model to construct the metastable phase diagram
155by extrapolating the computed equilibrium bound-
156aries into regions of metastability. The computed
157phase diagram in the vicinity of the three com-
158pounds is shown in Fig. 2. The stable phase equili-
159bria, shown as solid lines, are in excellent agree-
160ment with those computed by Gustafson, which
161closely simulate Rudy’s experimental phase equi-
162librium data. The metastable phase equilibria are
163shown as dotted lines. The thermodynamically
164stable and metastable reactions at 50%-C are tabu-
165lated in Table 1, along with the corresponding
166equilibrium compositions and temperatures. The
167reaction entropies associated with each of these tri-
168ple-point transitions, �Sf, are computed from the
169free energy functions that characterize the partici-
170pating phases and are also tabulated in Table 1.
171From the phase diagram, the graphite liquidus
172temperature at 50%-C is �3583 K. This is suf-
173ficiently higher than the peritectic temperature at
174�3047 K, therefore the graphite phase is expected
175to crystallize adequately upon supercooling at
17650%-C so that at the peritectic temperature an
177established equilibrium liq–gra interface may be
178assumed. At sufficiently large undercoolings, poly-
179morphic WC nucleation via the metastable congru-
180ent reaction at �3107 K will initiate, however, cat-
181alyzed WC nucleation originating along the
182existing liq–gra interface via the liq � gra→WC
183peritectic reaction is expected to dominate. At
184slightly larger undercoolings, catalyzed WC1�x and
185W2C nucleation will originate along the existing
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793 Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction analysis of a plasma-sprayed coating from pure WC powder [5].794
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801 Fig. 2. The computed stable and metastable W–C phase dia-
802 gram [7,8].
803804

186 liq–gra interface via the liq→WC1�x � gra and
187 liq→W2C � gra metastable eutectic reactions at
188 �2995 K and �2925 K respectively. The non-equi-
189 librium conditions that characterize rapid cooling
190 processes are expected to induce substantially large
191 undercoolings such that all three catalyzed
192 nucleation reactions are sufficiently suppressed and
193 a phase selection process unfolds.
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194For each nucleating phase, the degree of super-
195saturation �m, which constitutes the driving force
196for the phase transition, is the free energy change
197associated with nucleating one molecule of product
198phase out of the parent medium [9]. The thermo-
199dynamic driving forces for nucleation of WC,
200WC1�x, and W2C out of the liq–gra equilibria are
201computed directly from the free energy formu-
202lations that characterize the participating phases
203and are plotted in Fig. 3. The �m vs. T plot, which
204quantifies the thermodynamic stability of each
205nucleating phase with reference to liq–gra equilib-
206rium at 50%-C, suggests that WC has the largest
207driving force throughout the temperature range
208considered, while WC1�x has a driving force larger
209than W2C above 2500 K but smaller below.

2103. Kinetic analysis

211The criterion proposed by Hunziker et al. [10]
212for the formation of phases nucleating at triple
213points is adopted in this study. The criterion states
214that the nucleation density of the nucleating phase
215needs to be high enough such that the volume
216ahead of the growing interface is rapidly filled with
217the nucleating phase. Thus the kinetic analysis in
218this study will be conducted in terms of surface
219nucleation over established phase-interfaces, and
220the phase competition along the solidification pro-
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909 Table 1
910 Phase equilibria of the competing stable and metastable reactions911

917923
929

Reaction Reaction type Carbon molar fraction Temperature T Entropy of
(K) fusion �Sf

(J/mol-K)938

944950
956

liq � gra,WC Peritectic 0.421 0.500 1.00 3047 19.86964

liq,WC1�x � gra Eutectic 0.396 0.414 1.00 2995 16.45972

liq,W2C � gra Eutectic 0.328 0.406 1.00 2925 16.69980

988

806
807

808
809810

811 Fig. 3. Thermodynamic driving forces for WC, WC1�x, and
812 W2C nucleation out of the liq–gra equilibria vs. temperature
813 upon undercooling at 50%-C.814

221 cess will be assessed by determining whether a
222 nucleating phase has surface-crystallized substan-
223 tially in relation to the competing phases.
224 For the solidification paths discussed above, i.e.
225 peritectic and off eutectic, a metastable-equilib-
226 rium moving phase interface between the liquid
227 and the primary solid (gra) is assumed to exist over
228 which the nucleus of the secondary phase (WC,
229 WC1�x, or W2C) emerges. This interface was
230 treated as stationary during nucleation since its kin-
231 etics are limited by diffusion and are extremely
232 slow compared to the rate-controlled kinetics of
233 nucleating clusters. Owing to the strong interfacial
234 tensions at the crystal–crystal interface, the emerg-
235 ing nucleus is expected to preferentially lie in the
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236liquid. Furthermore, since atomic mobility in the
237liquid is anticipated to be significantly greater than
238in the solid, monomer transport is expected to
239occur predominantly in the liquid. Accordingly, for
240all reactions considered in the context of this study,
241the liquid is taken as the parent phase while the
242primary solid was treated as both stationary and
243inert and may be perceived as the substrate over
244which the nucleus is catalyzed. The geometry of a
245triple-point reaction modeled as a catalyzed reac-
246tion is illustrated in Fig. 4.
247In catalyzed solidification reactions, the wetting
248angle q can be correlated with the melting tempera-
249tures of the two participating solid phases [11], and
250for the nucleation of WC, WC1�x, and W2C, the
251wetting angles were evaluated to be 37°, 39°, and
25238° respectively. The relationship between the size
253of a cluster of n molecules and its surface radius
254r, as shown in Fig. 4, is as follows:

816
817

818
819820

821Fig. 4. The geometry of a triple point reaction: a β-phase
822(WC, W2C, and WC1�x) cluster nucleates in a liq matrix over
823an α-phase (gra) catalytic substrate. 824
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255 r(n) � sin q� 3Vm

4pf(q)�1/3

n1/3 (1)
256

257 where Vm is the molecular volume of the nucleat-
258 ing phase, and f(q) � (2 � cos q)(1�cos q)2 /4.
259 The interface area of a cluster of n molecules is
260 An � (36p)1 /3[f(q)]1 /3V2 /3

m n2 /3 while the number of
261 sites on the cluster surface is Om � 2(1�
262 cos q)[f(q)]2 /3n2 /3 [12]. The liquid-crystal interfa-
263 cial energy for each nucleating phase is obtained
264 from sliq /b � s � am�SfT /NAV2/3

m [9], where NA

265 is Avogadro’s number, �Sf is the triple-point reac-
266 tion entropy given in Table 1, and am is a structure
267 dependent factor taken as 0.86.
268 The nucleating clusters for the phases con-
269 sidered in this study are taken to be stoichiometric,
270 which is precise for WC but approximate for
271 WC1�x and W2C, which were assumed to be at
272 33%-C and 40%-C stoichiometric compositions
273 respectively. The cluster dimension can therefore
274 be represented by a single size coordinate n, which
275 would denote the number of stoichiometric mol-
276 ecules that make up the cluster. The availability of
277 such stoichiometric units in the parent phase that
278 would contribute to a unit surface of product phase,
279 i.e. the initial surface density of available mono-
280 meric sites, can be approximated as
281 Ni � (fVm)�2/3, where f is the phase fraction
282 obtained from the lever rule. The molecular vol-
283 ume Vm is assumed to be the composition-weighted
284 average of the molecular volumes of W and C,
285 taken as 1.6 × 10�29 and 0.88 × 10�29 m3/molecule
286 respectively. In high-temperature nucleation reac-
287 tions the mobility is high enough so that the barrier
288 for stoichiometric units to diffuse from the bulk
289 liquid to the cluster immediate vicinity is vanishin-
290 gly small compared to the attachment/detachment
291 interfacial barrier. Therefore, the cluster nearest-
292 neighbor shell can be taken to have all of its sites
293 On filled with stoichiometric molecules that
294 attach/detach to the cluster stoichiometrically.
295 Based on these assumptions, the current problem
296 can be reduced to that of polymorphic nucleation,
297 which can be modeled by the classical interface-
298 limited cluster evolution theory.
299 The unbiased molecular jump frequency at the
300 surface of a cluster may be approximated by the
301 jump rate in the liquid. Assuming three-dimen-
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302sional random walk process and the validity of
303Stokes–Einstein relationship, the jump rate g can
304be related to the viscosity h as follows:

305g �
2kBT
pVmh

(2)
306

307where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. The tem-
308perature dependent viscosity of the undercooled
309liquid was approximated using the isofree volume
310model proposed by Battezzati et al. [13], and the
311composition dependence was incorporated as sug-
312gested by Moelwyn-Hughes [14].
313Fluctuation in the formation of an n-size cluster
314is connected with the minimum reversible work
315needed for its formation, which can be expressed
316as the balance between volume and surface contri-
317butions as follows [15]:

318�Gn � �n�m � Ans (3) 319

320where macroscopic (independent of n) values for
321�m and s are assumed. A maximum in �Gn is
322obtained at a critical size n∗ �
323(32/3)πσ3V2

mf(q) /�m3 as �Gn∗ � (16/3)ps3

324V2
mf(q) /�m2, and is referred to as the critical acti-

325vation energy. The computed critical activation
326energies for nucleation of WC, WC1�x, and W2C
327are contrasted in Fig. 5, where the kinetic compe-
328tition between the three phases is quantified. Fig.
3295 reveals that above 2500 K WC has the lowest
330activation barrier, which implies that it is the most
331kinetically favored phase. However below 2500 K
332the activation barriers of both WC1�x and W2C
333appear to approach that of WC, hence WC1�x and
334W2C become nearly as kinetically favored as
335WC is.

3364. Cluster dynamics

337The cluster distribution function of an equilib-
338rium system, whose homogeneous parent medium
339is equilibrated more rapidly than the formation
340time of the fluctuation, is obtained from fluctuation
341thermodynamics as Ne

n � Ni exp(��Gn /kBT). This
342equilibrium cluster distribution function should
343satisfy detailed balance and render all fluxes
344zero, i.e.,
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827

828
829830

831 Fig. 5. The critical activation barriers for WC, W2C, and
832 WC1�x nucleation during the reactions liq � gra→WC,
833 liq→WC1�x, and liq→W2C � gra, respectively vs. tempera-
834 ture.835

837
838

839
840841

842 Fig. 6. Nucleation frequency of WC vs. time during annealing
843 of the liq � gra→WC peritectic reaction at 2600 K for 1.5 µs.844
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345Ne
nk+

n � Ne
n+1k�

n+1 (4) 346

347where k �
n is the rate of monomer attachment to

348an n-size cluster and k�
n is the rate of monomer

349detachment. Considering also that the rate of
350attachment/detachment is proportional to Ong, the
351detailed balance Eq. (4) yields the rate constants
352[15]:

353k+
n � Ongexp��

�Gn+1��Gn

2kBT � (5a)
354

355k�
n+1 � Ongexp��

�Gn��Gn+1

2kBT � (5b)
356

357According to the rate theory of atomic clus-
358tering, nucleation can be described as a random
359walk of nuclei in the space of their sizes and can
360be modeled by a first-order kinetic equation that
361has the form of a master equation, as follows [15]:

362

dNn(t)
dt

� Nn�1(t)k+
n�1�[Nn(t)k�

n � Nn(t)k+
n] (6)

363� Nn+1(t)k�
n+1 364

365where Nn(t) is the time dependent cluster density,
366and is determined from the solution to the system
367of stiff, coupled differential equations given by Eq.
368(6). Initially the cluster distribution assumes no
369preexisting clusters besides equilibrium configur-
370ations in the liquid up to a minimum size nmin. Dur-
371ing the simulation, the density of these minimum-
372size clusters, Nnmin

(t), changes to reflect the
373depletion of monomers consumed during bimol-
374ecular reactions. Ideally, Eq. (6) must be solved for
375the entire size range nmin�n � �. Due to compu-
376tational limitations, however, the size boundary
377must be artificially truncated at an upper size nmax.
378To ensure the accuracy of the simulation, this
379upper bound in size was chosen such that it suf-
380ficiently exceeded the critical size, i.e. nmax�n∗.
381The backward flux from clusters larger than this
382maximum size, k�

nmax � 1, was taken to be zero, in
383effect assuming Nnmax � 1(t) � 0. A MATLAB stiff
384ODE solver calibrated to a relative tolerance of
38510�3 was employed, which was supplied with the
386rate constants and with boundary and initial con-
387ditions and solved for the transient cluster size dis-
388tribution.
389The nucleation frequency at a cluster of size n,
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390 In(t), is the time-dependent flux past that size and
391 is related to the time dependent cluster density
392 Nn(t) as follows:

393 In(t) � Nn(t)k+
n�Nn+1(t)k�

n+1 (7)394

395 During isothermal nucleation, a steady state cluster
396 distribution would be established such that the
397 nucleation rate becomes constant. This steady-state
398 rate is given by:

399 Is � ��nmax

nmin

1
Ne

nk+
n
��1

(8)
400

401 In the limit of n being continuous, the steady-state
402 nucleation rate Is and critical incubation time
403 which may be regarded as the relaxation time Jn*,
404 were derived analytically as Is � zk �

n∗ Ne
n∗ and

405 Jn∗2 /3pk �
n∗ z2, respectively, where z �

406 (�m / 6GpkBTn∗)1/2 is the Zeldovich factor [16].
407 For clusters sufficiently exceeding the critical
408 size, the diffusion component of the nucleation rate
409 that characterizes size fluctuations becomes van-
410 ishingly small in relation to the drift component
411 that characterizes deterministic growth. Hence,
412 ignoring fluctuational growth for n�n∗, a growth
413 law may be derived as ṅ�In(t) /Nn(t), where
414 n � dn /dt � k �

n �k�
n � 1 is the drift velocity or

415 growth rate. Utilizing Eqs. (1, 5a) and (5b), an
416 initial value problem governing the time evolution
417 of the surface radius of a supercritical cluster is
418 derived as [7]:

419

dr
dt

� �16Vmf(q)
9p �1/3

sin q(1 (9)

420 �cos q)g sinh��m�2 sin qVms /r
2kBT �

421

422 In the limit of infinitely large crystals, Eq. (9)
423 yields the size-independent crystal growth velocity
424 u � (dr /dt)|r→�.
425 The time-dependent extended crystallized sur-
426 face fraction, xe(t), can be established by account-
427 ing for the surface area of all supercritical clusters
428 as follows:

429 xe(t) � �
n � n∗

p[r(n)]2Nn(t) (10)
430

431 Assuming that the transition from fluctuational to

1
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432deterministic growth occurs at a post-critical size
433npost�n∗, the growth law may be utilized to trans-
434form the size summation into time integration as
435follows [7]:

436xe(t) � �
t

0

p[r(t;t	)]2Irpost
(t	) dt	 (11)

437

438The convolution function r(t;t	) is the surface
439radius of a cluster at time t, which nucleated at a
440time t	, and it represents the solution to the initial
441value problem given by Eq. (9). It characterizes the
442growth of a post-critical cluster from the nucleation
443time t	, when r(t	) � rpost, to the transformation
444time t. Under the assumption of zero-size nuclei
445and infinitely large crystals r(t;t	) becomes the con-
446volution integral over the size-independent growth
447velocity u. Furthermore, taking the nucleation rate
448Irpost

(t) to be relaxed at its steady state value Is, a
449quasi-steady form of the kinetic problem may be
450obtained as follows:

451xe(t) � �
t

0

p	�
t

t	

u(t
) dt


2

Is(t	) dt	 (12)
452

453Under isothermal conditions, the kinetics can be
454further reduced to:

455xe(t) �
p
3

Isu2t3 (13)
456

457The time-dependent surface fraction transformed
458that accounts for the overlap of crystallites is
459obtained from the Avrami statistical model [16]
460as follows:

461x(t) � 1�exp[�xe(t)] (14) 462

463According to the Avrami model, the time exponent
464in xe(t) (referred to as Avrami exponent) charac-
465terizes the dimensionality of the isothermal trans-
466formation, and for surface-nucleated two-dimen-
467sional crystallization this exponent must be �3, in
468accordance with the current model.

4695. Isothermal kinetics

470The effects of nucleation transience during iso-
471thermal nucleation, which may be termed static,
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472 become significant when the relaxation time Jn* is
473 comparable to the transformation time t. A steady-
474 state kinetic model neglects these transient effects
475 and consequently overestimates the kinetics. In the
476 work of Demetriou [7], the transient effects during
477 isothermal nucleation for the reactions considered
478 in this study were assessed by comparing the ana-
479 lytically-evaluated relaxation time to the trans-
480 formation time evaluated from a steady state kin-
481 etic model, and were determined to be important
482 when annealing below 2600 K. The isothermal
483 transformation diagrams (TTT) are therefore pro-
484 duced by means of an explicit dynamic simulation
485 of cluster evolution that accounts for nucleation
486 transience and hence warrants the accuracy of the
487 simulation at all annealing temperatures con-
488 sidered.
489 In the developed model, the duration of the iso-
490 thermal anneal t needs to be specified. The ODE
491 solver then generates a large number of internal
492 time intervals of exponentially varying duration
493 over which the master equation that governs transi-
494 ent cluster evolution is solved and the formation
495 rate of nuclei is calculated. Furthermore, the deter-
496 ministic growth law is applied over the generated
497 time intervals to solve for the growth of previously
498 formed nuclei. The crystallized surface fraction is
499 then computed by integrating the nucleation and
500 subsequent growth of crystals over the transform-
501 ation time as given by Eq. (11). For each simulated
502 annealing, the duration to reach the onset of crys-
503 tallization, taken to be x � 10�6 (1-ppm) as sug-
504 gested by Uhlmann [17], was recorded.
505 Crystallization of WC from the liq �
506 gra→WC peritectic reaction will be considered as
507 a sample case to illustrate the results for nucleation
508 and growth during isothermal annealing at 2600 K.
509 The annealing duration was taken to be t � 1.5 µs
510 and the induction time at 2600 K was analytically
511 computed as Jn∗ � 0.125 µs, about an order of
512 magnitude smaller than t. The time-dependent for-
513 ward flux at n* along with the one at npost is plotted
514 in Fig. 6. The forward flux at the critical size In*

515 (t) appears to attain its steady-state value at
516 t�3Jn∗, in accordance with the analytical treat-
517 ment of Kashchiev [16]. The nucleation rate, which
518 is taken to be the forward flux at the post-critical
519 size Inpost

(t), attains its steady-state value at

1
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520t�6Jn∗. The time-dependent crystallized surface
521fraction x(t) computed from dynamic and steady
522state models is plotted in Fig. 7. According to the
523dynamic model, 1-ppm crystallize at �1.3 µs,
524while according to the steady state model, only
525�0.3-ppm crystallize by that time. The steady state
526model, which is expected to be fairly accurate at
527early times since t�Jn∗ at 2600 K, slightly under-
528estimated the rate of crystallization at late times.
529This is because in evaluating growth in the steady
530state model the initial size of nuclei was ignored.
531For annealing below 2600 K though, t�Jn∗ and
532the steady state model overestimates the kinetics.
533The TTT diagram for this transition computed
534from dynamic and steady state models is shown in
535Fig. 8, which illustrates the deviation between the
536two models and validates the analysis of transience
537based on time scale analogy.
538The TTT diagrams produced by the dynamic
539model for WC, WC1�x, and W2C crystallization
540during the liq � gra→WC, liq→WC1�x � gra,
541and liq→W2C � gra solidification reactions
542respectively are superimposed in Fig. 9. The nose
543of the curve, which represents the temperature of
544the highest crystallization rate, occurs at �2100 K
545for all three phases. At the nose temperature, WC
846
847

848
849850

851Fig. 7. Crystallized surface fraction of WC vs. time during
852annealing of the liq � gra→WC peritectic reaction at 2600 K
853for 1.5 µs. 854
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861 Fig. 8. Transient and steady-state TTT diagrams for WC crys-
862 tallization during the peritectic reaction liq � gra→WC for
863 x � 10�6.864

866
867

868
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871 Fig. 9. Transient TTT diagrams for WC, WC1�x, and W2C
872 crystallization during the reactions liq � gra→WC,
873 liq→WC1�x, and liq→W2C � gra, respectively for x � 10�6.874
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546transforms in �34 ns, WC1�x in �52 ns, and W2C
547in �47 ns. Assuming that no interaction between
548the competing phases has taken place at 1-ppm
549crystallization, Fig. 9 illustrates the phase compe-
550tition during annealing at various temperatures. At
551temperatures sufficiently higher than the nose, the
552competing phases crystallize in an order that com-
553plies with thermodynamic stability, which states
554that WC is the most thermodynamically stable
555compound, followed by WC1�x and the least ther-
556modynamically stable is W2C. However, at the
557nose temperature, the crystallization of W2C com-
558pletes faster than the more thermodynamically
559stable WC1�x and at lower temperatures W2C
560transforms as fast as WC, hence a high level of
561kinetic interference between WC and W2C is
562anticipated at such deep undercoolings.

5636. Non-isothermal kinetics

564During non-isothermal transitions, dynamic
565effects attributed to the explicit dependence of the
566activation barrier on temperature may become sig-
567nificant when the activation barrier changes faster
568than the relaxation time to steady state [19]. The
569time scale characterizing the rate of change of the
570critical activation barrier is given by jn∗ � [d(�
571�Gn∗ /kBT) /dt]�1 hence it is inversely proportional
572to the cooling rate. These dynamic effects become
573important when jn∗�Jn∗. In the work of Deme-
574triou [7], the dynamic effects for the reactions con-
575sidered in this study were assessed by comparing
576Jn* to jn* for different cooling rates in the tem-
577perature range of the transition, and were determ-
578ined to be important under ultra-high cooling rates
579such as 108 K/s. Therefore in order to warrant the
580simulation accuracy at all cooling rates considered,
581the non-isothermal crystallization kinetics were
582computed using the dynamic simulation.
583The non-isothermal dynamic simulation adopted
584by Kelton and Greer [20] is employed, which
585directly simulates the dynamics of cluster forma-
586tion and accounts for size-dependent growth of
587finite-size nuclei. In the employed simulation, the
588continuous non-isothermal process is divided into
589small isothermal anneals of equal duration over
590which new nuclei form and previously nucleated
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591 ones grow. During each isothermal anneal, the
592 ODE solver generates a large number of intermedi-
593 ate time intervals of exponentially varying duration
594 over which the master equation is solved. At the
595 end of each anneal, the density of nuclei generated
596 during the annealing duration is stored and the
597 sizes of nuclei generated in previous anneals are
598 grown deterministically. In every new anneal the
599 algorithm changes the temperature in accordance
600 with the cooling rate and recalculates the rate con-
601 stants. The calculation then continues using the
602 new rate constants, starting with the distribution of
603 clusters inherited from the previous anneal. As it
604 is computationally infeasible to start the simulation
605 at the equilibrium temperature, an appropriate
606 initial temperature was determined by starting the
607 simulation at temperatures successively closer to
608 equilibrium until the crystallization kinetics were
609 converged implying negligible contribution of
610 nucleation and growth from the equilibrium to the
611 initial temperature. Numerically, transience
612 becomes a strong function of the annealing dur-
613 ation; therefore the isothermal duration must be
614 adjusted so that dynamic effects are accounted for
615 in a physical manner. For a given processing rate,
616 the annealing duration was therefore adjusted to
617 the shortest time scale that characterizes the barrier
618 rate of change, i.e. to jn* evaluated at the initial
619 temperature.
620 Crystallization of WC from the liq �
621 gra→WC peritectic reaction will again be con-
622 sidered as a sample case to illustrate the results for
623 non-isothermal nucleation and growth under 104,
624 106, and 108 K/s cooling rates. The transient
625 nucleation frequency for different cooling rates is
626 plotted within the corresponding transformation
627 range along with the quasi-steady-state nucleation
628 rate in Fig. 10. For processing rates of 104 and 106

629 K/s, the transient nucleation frequency appears
630 indistinguishable from the quasi-steady-state rate,
631 however for 108 K/s it deviates substantially, ver-
632 ifying the evaluation of transience based on time
633 scale analogy. The crystallization kinetics com-
634 puted from the dynamic simulation along with
635 those computed from the QSS simulation for 104,
636 106, and 108 K/s cooling rates, are shown in Fig.
637 11. The dynamic results for 104 and 106 K/s coo-
638 ling rates appear indistinguishable from the QSS

1
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881Fig. 10. Dynamic nucleation of WC during the liq �
882gra→WC peritectic reaction vs. temperature for various coo-
883ling rates. 884

886
887

888
889890

891Fig. 11. Dynamic crystallization of WC during the liq �
892gra→WC peritectic reaction vs. temperature for various coo-
893ling rates. 894

639ones for all nucleating phases, as dynamic effects
640for these rates are anticipated to be negligible and
641accounting for finite-size nuclei and size-dependent
642growth apparently had little effect. In the case of
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643 108 K/s cooling rate, the kinetics computed by the
644 dynamic simulation appear substantially slower
645 than those computed by the QSS simulation, and
646 according to the evaluation of non-isothermal
647 transience based on time scale analogy, this differ-
648 ence should mainly be attributed to dynamic
649 effects.
650 In order to demonstrate the dynamics of phase
651 selection at different cooling rates, the kinetics of
652 WC, WC1�x, and W2C during the liq �
653 gra→WC, liq→WC1�x � gra, and liq→W2C �
654 gra solidification reactions respectively for 104,
655 106, and 108 K/s cooling rates were contrasted in
656 Fig. 12. In producing Fig. 12, the crystallization of
657 each phase was computed by ignoring the kinetic
658 interaction between competing phases, which can
659 be a very good assumption at low crystallized frac-
660 tions, however as x→1.0 it completely breaks
661 down since cooperative growth needs to be taken
662 into account. Therefore, at high crystallization, the
663 phase competition illustrated in Fig. 12 does not
664 portray the physical problem but it emphasizes the
665 extent of kinetic interference between competing
666 phases. Fig. 12 suggests that under all cooling rates
667 considered, the competing phases crystallize in an

896
897

898
899900

901 Fig. 12. Dynamic crystallization of WC during the liq �
902 gra→WC, WC1�x, and W2C during the reactions liq �
903 gra→WC, liq→WC1�x, and liq→W2C � gra, respectively vs.
904 temperature for various cooling rates.905
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668order that complies with thermodynamic stability.
669Despite the fact that the kinetics of WC1�x and
670W2C appear to be faster than those of WC, thermo-
671dynamic stability prevails because in all cases the
672crystallization of WC initiated early enough so that
673it was completed first. At moderate cooling rates
674such as 104 K/s, the crystallization of WC is com-
675pleted when the crystallization of the two other
676competing phases is negligible such that any kin-
677etic interference is unlikely. At high cooling rates
678such as 106 K/s, the crystallization of WC is com-
679pleted when the crystallization of the two other
680phases is small such that the level of kinetic inter-
681ference, if any, would most likely be small. At
682ultra-high cooling rates such as 108 K/s, the sup-
683pression of all phases is extended to lower tem-
684peratures and consequently the crystallization of
685WC1�x and W2C is completed at nearly the same
686undercooling as that of WC.

6877. Conclusions

688Microstructures obtained from rapid solidifi-
689cation of WC, like the one obtained by Sharafat et
690al. [5] presented in Fig. 1, appear to exhibit a spec-
691trum of crystalline phases rather than only the
692stable WC. In this study, metastability is shown to
693constitute a limiting factor regardless of whether
694decarburization occurs. A simulation of the
695nucleation-controlled phase selection process was
696carried out in order to quantify the role of
697nucleation kinetics in microstructural evolution.
698The conditions in this study are those encoun-
699tered in rapid thermal processing of invariantly
700nucleating compound phases. A criterion for the
701formation of phases nucleating at a triple point is
702proposed by Hunziker et al. [10], which states that
703the nucleation density of the nucleating phase
704needs to be high enough such that the volume
705ahead of the growing interface is rapidly filled with
706the nucleating phase. This criterion was adopted in
707this study to assess the possibility for metastability
708by determining whether a compound has crys-
709tallized substantially in relation to the competing
710ones.
711The isothermal kinetics suggest that at low to
712moderate undercoolings, thermodynamic stability
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713 prevails, while at deep undercoolings (�1000 K)
714 the crystallization of W2C completes faster than the
715 more thermodynamically stable WC1�x and almost
716 as fast as WC. The non-isothermal kinetics suggest
717 that thermodynamic stability prevails under moder-
718 ate to high cooling rates (e.g. 104–106 K/s), how-
719 ever under ultra-high cooling rates (e.g. 108 K/s),
720 the crystallization of WC1�x and W2C completes
721 at nearly the same undercooling as that of WC.
722 Therefore under highly non-equilibrium conditions
723 realized at deep undercoolings or upon rapid coo-
724 ling, a high level of kinetic interference between
725 the competing phases is anticipated, and cooperat-
726 ive growth between the phases may ensue during
727 microstructural evolution such that all three, along
728 with minor fractions of graphite, appear in the
729 evolved microstructure.
730 Based on the model results, it is apparent that
731 under highly non-equilibrium conditions the sys-
732 tem cannot manage to kinetically respond to the
733 induced deviation from equilibrium. The inad-
734 equacy in the system’s kinetic response favors the
735 prevalence of metastability and consequently ther-
736 modynamically favorable equilibration never man-
737 ages to establish itself. Therefore, under non-equi-
738 librium conditions encountered in rapid thermal
739 processes such as splat quenching, metastability
740 constitutes the limiting factor in the microstructural
741 evolution regardless of whether decarburization
742 occurs. Under the occurrence of decarburization,
743 the average microstructural composition will be
744 dictated by the loss of carbon during the process,
745 however, as this study demonstrated, the phase
746 selection and consequently the microstructure
747 evolution will nevertheless be limited solely by
748 kinetics.
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